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Philosophical animal fables

Tomorrow's
Party
INGRID GODON & TOON TELLEGEN

Toon Tellegen returns to his beloved animals in the forest of
Squirrel, Ant and the other creatures. He follows their lives for a
whole year to the rhythm of the seasons. In winter everybody
hopes spring will arrive soon. Squirrel is counting down to his final
beechnut, Elephant would like to push winter away, while Owl is
writing a letter… Nothing seems to help. Until suddenly spring
arrives and everybody starts visiting everybody else. In summer all
the animals are so busy going on holiday it’s actually quite tiring.
Luckily, autumn arrives and with it a big feast. It’s a huge hit – let’s
bring winter on again.

Literature of wonderment. For children.
And for those few adults who are still
capable of wonder.
DE GROENE AMSTERDAMMER

Toon Tellegen has written 28 new philosophical animal fables in
‘Tomorrow’s Party’. While the book does not teach any specific life
lessons, it does provide food for thought. Tellegen lets the animals
ask absurd life questions that could easily have come from
children’s mouths. His poetic words are complemented by Ingrid
Godon’s illustrations. She brings his world to life by giving each
animal a very distinctive yet plausible identity.

An inimitable game of language and sound.
The words and pictures complement each
other perfectly
DE MORGEN

AUTHORS

Ingrid Godon  (b. 1958) enjoys international

renown as an illustrator. Her work has been
published in more than forty languages.
Godon’s best-known characters are perhaps
‘Nelly & Caesar’: this series of picture books
was made into cartoons that have been
broadcast all over the world. In 2011, she set
a new course with I Wish, a series of portraits
which also appeal to adults. Photo © Margot

Krizsa Toon Tellegen (b. 1941) became

famous primarily for his poetic, philosophical
animal stories about Squirrel, Ant, Mole,
Hedgehog and other animals, who are
cautiously trying to find their way in an
incomprehensible world. It’s no surprise that
his oeuvre as a whole has won him both the
Theo Thijssen Prize (for books for children
and young adults) and the Constantijn
Huygens Prize. Photo © Chris van Houts
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